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ACCErTS, setting, 139.

ADVERTISING FIGURES, alignment, 31.

ADVERTISING FIGURE COMPOSITION. See Composition, Advertising Figure.

ADVERTISING FIGURE MOLD. See Mold, Advertising Figure.

ALIGNMENT, 172.

ANTIMONY, proportion in type metal, 122.

ASBESTOS, use in metal pot, 81, 95, 115.

ASSEMBLER, described, 20; view, 21; removal, 22; oiling, 22.

ASSEMBLER CHUTE PLATE, 9; function, 20; adjustment, 21.

ASSEMBLER COVER, fitting, 9.

ASSEMBLER DRIVING BELT, replacement on machines equipped with magazine frame power operating mechanism, 396-397.

ASSEMBLER ENTRANCE (double distributor), described, 18; view of, 19; adjustment, 19; maintenance and removal, 20.

ASSEMBLER ENTRANCE (side magazine), removal, 20; illustrated, 355.

ASSEMBLER ENTRANCE (single distributor), view, 17; described, 18; adjustment, 18; removal, 20.

ASSEMBLER ENTRANCE COVER CUSHION, replacement, 9.

ASSEMBLER ENTRANCE GUIDES, adjustment, 9; function, 18.

ASSEMBLER ENTRANCE PARTITIONS, alignment with magazine channels, 8.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE, described, 22; illustrated, 23; adjustments, 23, 25; removal and maintenance, 25.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE (quadding), described and illustrated, 151.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE ADJUSTING BLOCK, 23.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE BRAKE, 22.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE FINGER, 22; view showing how to set, 24.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE FINGER (quadding), setting, 151, 180.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE POINTER (quadding), purpose, 151.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE SCALE, 23.

ASSEMBLER SLIDE SCALE (quadding), purpose, 151; 159.

ASSEMBLER STAR SHAFT, view showing assembly, 22.

ASSEMBLER STAR WHEEL, wearing, 8; function, 20; view showing how to renew, 21.

ASSEMBLER STAR WHEEL FRICTION SPRING, adjustment, 21.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR, view, 24; described and illustrated, 25; maintenance, 26; end views, 25, 26; removal, 27.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR (quadding), described, 151; illustrated, 152.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR BACK RAIL, 26.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR COUNTERBALANCE SPRING, adjustment, 26.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR DUPLEX RAIL, function, 26; described and illustrated, 139.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR FRICTION RAILS (quadding), purpose, 151.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR MATRIX BUFFERS, replacement, 26.

ASSEMBLING ELEVATOR PAWLS, 26.

ATTACHMENTS, application to Universal and Star Base machines, 348.

AUTOMATIC QUADDING AND CENTERING DEVICE. See Quadding and Centering Device (automatic).

AUTOMATIC SAFETY PAWL, adjustment described and illustrated, 328-329; maintenance, 331; 338.

AUTOMATIC SAFETY PAWL BUFFER, view, 218; described, 219; maintenance, 223.

AUTOMATIC STOP FORKED LEVER, 51, 320; view in relation to driving shaft and vertical starting lever, 322; operation, 323; clearance adjustment illustrated and described, 327-328; maintenance, 331.

AUTOMATIC STOPPING LEVER (lower), view, 322; operation, 323; maintenance, 331.

AUTOMATIC STOPPING LEVER (upper), view in relation to automatic safety pawl, 218; operation during recasting and distributor stops, 219; view in relation to
friction clutch mechanism, 322; operation, 323; detail view, 324; adjustment of first style lever, 328; maintenance, 331.

**Automatic Stopping Lever (upper) Adjusting Screw**, view, 322; setting, 328.

**Automatic Stopping Pawl**, adjustment in relation to line delivery mechanism, 42; relation to stick attachment, 147; view, 322; operation, 323; detail view, 324; adjustment described and illustrated, 328-329; maintenance, 331; 338.

**Autoshift.** See Magazine Frame Operating Mechanism (power).

**Autospacer.** See Quadding and Centering Device (automatic).

**B**

**Back Knife.** See Knife, Back.


**Baffle Mouthpiece.** See Pot Crucible Mouthpiece.

**Bellows**, use in new style thermostat, 117.

**Blank Line Justification Wedge**, described and illustrated, 79.

**Blank Slugs**, casting, 79.

**Blower Housing**, 141.

**Bold Face**, relation to duplex rail, 26; 48.

**Border Matrices**, described, 36.

**Bulb**, use in new style thermostat, 117.

**Bulb-Type Thermostat.** See Pot Thermostat (bulb-type).

**C**

**Cams**, described and illustrated, 335-338; complete sequence of machine actions outlined, 338-341; removal procedure, 341-343; maintenance, 343.

**Cam Covers**, 343.

**Cam Rolls**, lubricating, 343.

**Cam Shaft Bracket (R.H.)**, relation to overhead motor described, 333; illustrated, 334.

**Capillary Tube**, 118.

**Casting Position.** See Machine Positions (casting).

**Centering**, on non-quadding machines, 155; automatic, 157; adjustment for centering, 161; setting of line spread device, 168.

**Chain Shift.** See Magazine Frame Operating Mechanism (manual).

**Channel Entrance (double distributor)**, described and illustrated, 287-289; adjustments, 295-300; maintenance, 302; variable spacing feature, 347.

**Channel Entrance (single distributor)**, 200; 233-234; described and illustrated, 279-281; adjustments, 283-286; maintenance, 286-287; standardized construction, 347.

**Channel Entrance Automatic Stopping Bar (double distributor)**, described and illustrated, 288-289.

**Channel Entrance Automatic Stopping Bar (single distributor)**, illustrated, 280; function, 281; view in relation to distributor clutch, 314; operation, 315.

**Channel Entrance End Adjusting Screw (double distributor)**, 287; view, 288; adjustment, 299.

**Channel Entrance Frame (double distributor)**, described, 287; illustrated, 288; relation to operating mechanism described and illustrated, 289-290; end view, 296.

**Channel Entrance Frame (single distributor)**, illustrated, 280; described, 281.

**Channel Entrance Frame Banking Blocks (double distributor)**, view, 296; adjustment, 300.

**Channel Entrance Frame Brackets (double distributor)**, 289; views, 290, 296.

**Channel Entrance Frame Brackets (single distributor)**, 281; view of left-hand bracket, 282.

**Channel Entrance Frame Stop Screws (back, double distributor)**, view and adjustment, 295-297.

**Channel Entrance Frame Stop Screws (front, double distributor)**, view, 296; adjustment, 299-300.
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Channel Entrance Hinge Stud, 287; views, 288, 298.

Channel Entrance Latch (double distributor), view, 290; 291; detail view of adjusting parts, 296; adjustment described, 300; release by power mechanism, 303.

Channel Entrance Latch Hook (double distributor), views, 290, 296.

Channel Entrance Latch Lever (double distributor), view, 290; operation, 291; view in relation to power mechanism, 304.

Channel Entrance Latch Link (double distributor), view, 290; 291.

Channel Entrance Latch Releasing Cam (double distributor), view, 290; operation, 291; relation to power mechanism described and illustrated, 303-304.

Channel Entrance Locating Fingers (single distributor), view, 280; function, 285-286; reworking, 287.

Channel Entrance (lower) Adjusting Screws (double distributor), described and illustrated, 288; adjustment, 297.

Channel Entrance (lower) Banking Blocks (double distributor), view, 288.

Channel Entrance Operating Cam, illustrated, 304; described, 305; detail view, 306; maintenance, 312.

Channel Entrance Operating Cam Lever, view, 304; operation, 305; adjustment, 307; lubricating, 312.

Channel Entrance Operating Cam Lever Adjusting Screws, view, 304; setting, 307.

Channel Entrance Operating Cam Lever Auxiliary Lever, view, 304; 305.

Channel Entrance Operating Cam Shaft, 303; views, 304, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch, described, 303; illustrated, 304, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Arm, view 304; described, 305.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Flange, 303; views, 304, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Fork, 303; operation, 305; illustrated, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Fork Roller Bracket, view, 306; adjustment, 309.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Friction Shoe Facings, 303; illustrated, 304, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Gear, 303; illustrated, 304; described, 305; detail view, 306; maintenance, 312.

Channel Entrance Operating Clutch Rod, 303; views, 304, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Intermediate Shaft Pinion, described, 303; view, 304.

Channel Entrance Operating Lever (manual), view, 290; operation, 291-292; maintenance, 302.

Channel Entrance Operating Lever (power), operation, 303; view, 304; location with respect to distributor signal light lamp illustrated, 417.

Channel Entrance Operating Lever (single distributor), view, 280; described, 281.

Channel Entrance Operating Lever Bracket, view, 280; operation, 281-282.

Channel Entrance Operating Links, 303; view, 304.

Channel Entrance Operating Mechanism (manual), described and illustrated, 289-292; maintenance, 302.

Channel Entrance Operating Mechanism (power), described and illustrated, 302-305; adjustments and maintenance, 307-312.

Channel Entrance Operating Mechanism (single distributor), illustrated, 280; described, 281-283.

Channel Entrance Operating Safety Stop Cable, illustrated, 304; operation, 307; detail view, 311.

Channel Entrance Operating Safety Stop Lever, view, 304; function and operation, 307; detail view, 311; adjustment, 312.

Channel Entrance Operating Safety Stop Plunger, view, 304; operation, 307; detail view, 311.
Channel Entrance Operating Secondary Shaft Gear, 303; view, 304.

Channel Entrance Operating Starting and Stopping Pawls, 303; views, 304, 306.

Channel Entrance Operating Starting and Stopping Pawl Stop, 303; views, 304, 306, 311; adjustment, 311.

Channel Entrance Partitions (double distributor), described, 287; views, 288, 298.

Channel Entrance Partitions (single distributor), described, 279; views, 280; alignment with magazine channels illustrated, 284; cleaning and replacing, 286; relation to automatic stopping bar illustrated and described, 314-315.

Channel Entrance Partition Locking Rods, 279; views, 280, 288.

Channel Entrance Partition Locking Strip, function, 279; view, 280; removal, 286; double distributor locking strips described and illustrated, 287-288.

Channel Entrance Partition Plates (double distributor), design described, 287; illustrated, 288, 296; vertical alignment with magazines described and illustrated, 297-298; sidewise alignment described, 299; clearance with respect to tops of magazines illustrated and described, 298-300.

Channel Entrance Partition Plate (single distributor), described, 279; illustrated, 280, 282; sidewise adjustment described and illustrated, 283-285; closed position described, 285; open position adjustment, 286; removal and maintenance, 286.

Channel Entrance Partition Plate Adjusting Bushing, view, 282; setting, 283-284.

Channel Entrance Partition Plate Adjusting Screw (single distributor), illustrated, 282; adjustment, 284-285.

Channel Entrance Partition Plate Brackets, view, 280; described, 281.

Channel Entrance Partition Plate Bracket Stop Screws, view, 280; adjustment, 285-286.

Channel Entrance Partition Springs, illustrated, 280; function, 281, 289.

Channel Entrance Releasing Links, view, 290; function, 292, 305.

Channel Entrance Starting and Stopping Pawl Trip Lever, function, 303; views, 304, 306; relation to safety stop lever, 307; detail view, 311.

Channel Entrance Starting and Stopping Pawl Trip Lever Spring, view, 304; function, 305; detail view, 306; adjustment, 309-310.

Channel Entrance (upper) Adjusting Studs (double distributor), 287; view, 288; adjustment described and illustrated, 298.

Channel Entrance Yokes, described, 289; views, 290, 296.

Channel Entrance Yoke Stop Screws, illustrated, 296; adjustment, 297.

Closing Quad, described and illustrated, 144.

Combination Teeth, function, 28; cutting, 271; relation to matrix distribution described and illustrated, 272-273; "pi" combination, 319.

Composing Stick, described, 142; illustrated, 143.

Composing Stick Detent, 143.

Composing Stick Matrix Gib, 142.

Composing Stick Spaceband, described, 142; illustrated, 143.

Composition, Advertising Figure, 129, 191.

Control Box. See Pot Control Box.

Conversion (machine). See Models.

Corrections, set by means of stick attachment, 142.

Crucible. See Pot Crucible.

D

Delivery Air Cushion Cylinder, 39; adjustment, 42.

Delivery and Elevator Transfer Cam, 40; illustration showing movements imparted by delivery cam, 42; 215; illustration showing movements imparted by
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transfer cam, 216; 219; maintenance, 223; relation to second-elevator safety pawl, 225; view in relation to assembled cams, 336; summary of actions imparted by cam, 338; 340.

DELIVERY CHANNEL, described and illustrated, 43.

DELIVERY LEVER, 39.

DELIVERY PAWL, 39.

DELIVERY SLIDE, described, 39; adjustment and illustrated, 40; perspective view, 41; operating stroke adjustment, 42; removal and maintenance, 43.

DELIVERY SLIDE (quadding), described, 152; illustrated, 153.

DELIVERY SLIDE ADJUSTING ROD, 39.

DELIVERY SLIDE DETENT (quadding), 152; view, 153.

DELIVERY SLIDE LONG FINGER, 39, 152; view, 153.

DELIVERY SLIDE SHORT FINGER, 39, 152; view, 153.

DIRECTORIES, hard metal slugs for direct printing, 421.

DISPLAY ITALIC MATRICES, described, 143, 144; illustrated, 144.

DISPLAY ITALIC SPACES, described, 143.

DISTRIBUTION, principles described and illustrated, 271-273.

DISTRIBUTOR (double), mechanism outlined, 234-235; adjustments, 273-278; removal and maintenance, 278; standardization, 347.

DISTRIBUTOR (single), sequence of actions, 232-234; description of assembled unit, 269-273; adjustment for height, 273-274; sideway adjustment, 274-276; removal and maintenance, 278; view in relation to channel entrance and magazine, 282; standardization, 347.

DISTRIBUTOR ADJUSTING SCREWS, illustrated, 275; setting, 276.

DISTRIBUTOR ADJUSTING STUD, view, 275; described, 276.

DISTRIBUTOR BAR, 200, 233, 269; view in relation to distributor beam, 270; combination teeth illustrated, 272; combination cutting described, 273; cleaning, 278; standardization, 346; relation to distributor signal light described and illustrated, 416-418.

DISTRIBUTOR BAR JUMPER WIRE, described and illustrated, 417.

DISTRIBUTOR BAR STRIP, views, 271, 272; 276.

DISTRIBUTOR BEAM, 269; view, 270.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX (double distributor), described, 245-247; illustrated, 246, 248; relation to distributor, 249; removal, 251; maintenance, 252; non-mixer construction described and illustrated, 406-408.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX (single distributor), described, 235-241; illustrated, 236; view in relation to distributor screws, 237; removal, 241; replacement and maintenance of parts, 242-245.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX ARM, view, 248; function and operation, 249; maintenance, 268.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX ARM STOP SCREWS, illustrated, 248; function, 249, 265; adjustment, 267-268.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BAR (double distributor), described and illustrated, 245-246.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BAR (single distributor), described, 235; illustrated, 236, 239.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BAR POINT (double distributor), relation to bar point slot in matrices, 28; illustrated, 246; described, 247.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BAR POINT (single distributor), relation to bar point slot in matrices, 28; views, 236, 239, 240; described, 236-237.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BLOCK, views, 236-239; function, 237; adjustment, 241.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BOLT, views, 237, 240.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX BRACKET, function, 235; illustrated, 236.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX CLUTCH CAM LEVER, illustrated, 265; operation, 266.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX CLUTCH CAM ROLL, view, 265; 266; maintenance, 268.

DISTRIBUTOR BOX CLUTCH DRIVER, view, 265; function and operation, 266.
THE INTERTYPE

Distributor Box Clutch Operating Lever, views in relation to font selector, 255, 257; maintenance, 264; view in relation to clutch parts, 265; operation, 266; adjustment, 266-267; oiling, 268.

Distributor Box Clutch Operating Mechanism, described and illustrated, 264-266; adjustments, 266-268; maintenance, 268; application to non-mixer machine described and illustrated, 402-404; operation of parts, 404-405; lock mechanism described, 405; details for operator, 405-406; adjustments, 406.

Distributor Box Clutch Pawl, illustrated, 265; operation, 266.

Distributor Box Clutch Pawl Lever, view, 265; 266.

Distributor Box Clutch Spool, illustrated, 265; described, 266.

Distributor Box Clutch Synchronizing Cam, illustrated, 403; operation, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Synchronizing Lever, view, 403; function, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Synchronizing Lever Operating Lever, illustrated, 403; operation, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Trip Cam, view, 403; function, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Trip Operating Lever Connecting Rod, view, 403; operation, 404; adjustment, 406.

Distributor Box Clutch Trip Operating Lever (lower), illustrated, 403; described, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Trip Operating Lever (lower) Link, view, 403; function, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Trip Operating Lever (upper), illustrated, 403; operation, 404.

Distributor Box Clutch Tripping Lever, views in relation to font selector of mixer machine, 255, 257; maintenance, 264; view in relation to font distinguisher of non-mixer machine, 403; operation, 404-405.

Distributor Box Clutch Tripping Lever Adjusting Screw, view, 403; 404; setting, 406.

Distributor Box Clutch Tripping Lever Block, illustrated, 403; function, 405.

Distributor Box Clutch Tripping Lever Lock, view, 403; operation, 405.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic). For description of mechanism applied to Universal double distributor non-mixer machines, see Font Distinguisher (automatic). For description of automatic mechanism applied to single distributor machines, see Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic) below.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic), single distributor construction described and illustrated, 397-398; double distributor mechanism described and illustrated, 399-402.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic) Indicator Lever, described and illustrated, 397.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic) Link, function and view, 397.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic) Link Connection, described and illustrated, 397; adjustment, 398.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic) Link Lever, described and illustrated, 397.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (manual), described, 230; illustrated, 231; removal, 232.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher Indicator Finger (manual), 230; view, 231; adjustment, 232.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher Indicator Lever Rod (manual), 230; repairing, 232.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher Indicator Plate (manual), 230; view, 231.

Distributor Box Font Distinguisher Indicator Releasing Rod (manual), described and illustrated, 231.
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Distributor Box Matrix Lift (double distributor). See Matrix Lift (double distributor).

Distributor Box Matrix Lift (single distributor), 200; view in relation to distributor shifter slide buffer, 228; 233; views in relation to distributor box, 236-240; described, 237-240; repairing, 243.

Distributor Box Matrix Lift Cam (double distributor), view, 248; function, 249, 250; oiling, 252.

Distributor Box Matrix Lift Cam (single distributor), view, 237; described, 237-240; procedure for replacing, 243-245; maintenance, 245.

Distributor Box Matrix Lift Cam Lever (single distributor), illustrated, 236, 237; described, 237-240; adjustment, 241; maintenance, 245.

Distributor Box Matrix Lift Cam Roll (single distributor), views, 236, 237; described, 237-238; replacing, 245; maintenance, 245.

Distributor Box Matrix Lift Lever (single distributor), views, 236-240; described, 237-238.

Distributor Box Matrix Lift Mechanism (double distributor). See Matrix Lift Mechanism (double distributor).

Distributor Box Pawls (double distributor), view, 246; described, 246-247.

Distributor Box Plates, 235.

Distributor Box Plate Lower Rail Block (double distributor), views, 246, 248; function, 249; adjustment, 251; maintenance, 252.

Distributor Box Plate Upper Rail Buffer (double distributor), described and illustrated, 246; view in relation to distributor lift rails, 263.

Distributor Box Rails (double distributor), view, 246; function, 249.

Distributor Box Rails (single distributor), function, 235; view, 236; replacement, 242.

Distributor Box Shifter Gear, illustrated, 265; operation, 266; maintenance, 268.

Distributor Box Shifter Gear Cam, view, 265; operation, 266.

Distributor Box Shifter Link, illustrated, 265; described, 266; maintenance, 268.

Distributor Box Shifter Link Slide, view, 265; 266; lubricating, 268.

Distributor Box Shifter Pinion, view, 265; described, 266.

Distributor Clutch, described and illustrated, 313-315; adjustments, 315; removal of parts, 315-316; maintenance, 319.

Distributor Clutch Bracket, illustrated, 314; removal, 315-316.

Distributor Clutch Flange, views, 313, 314; operation, 314; removal, 316.

Distributor Clutch Flange Collar, views, 313, 314; operation, 314-315.

Distributor Clutch Flange Key, view, 313.

Distributor Clutch Flange Knob, illustrated, 314; removal, 315.

Distributor Clutch Flange Spring Adjusting Collar, views, 313, 314; setting, 315.

Distributor Clutch Lever, illustrated, 314; operation and removal, 315; maintenance, 319.

Distributor Clutch Lever Adjusting Plate, view, 314; function, 314; adjustment, 315; replacement, 319.

Distributor Clutch Lever Pawl Screw, views, 313, 314; function, 314; operation and adjustment, 315.

Distributor Clutch Pulley, described, 313; views, 313, 314; removal, 316; maintenance, 319.

Distributor Clutch Pulley Friction Washer, illustrated, 313.

Distributor Clutch Shaft, described and illustrated, 313; removal, 316.

Distributor Clutch Shaft Gear, view, 313; timing, 316.

Distributor Lift Rails (double distributor), view, 248; described, 250; maintenance, 252.
Distributor Screws, 200, 233; views in relation to single distributor box, 237, 238, 240; described, 269; view in relation to distributor beam, 270; operation, 271; clearance settings of single and double distributor back screws illustrated, 271; clearance settings described, 277; maintenance, 278.

Distributor Screw Brackets, 269.

Distributor Screw Gears (double distributor), described and illustrated, 317.

Distributor Screw Gears (single distributor), described and illustrated, 316.

Distributor Screw Guard, view, 270; function, 271, 276; adjustment, 276-277.

Distributor Shifter, 200; illustrated, 228; described, 229-230.

Distributor Shifter Cam, views, 228, 336; summary of actions imparted by cam, 336-341.

Distributor Shifter Cam Rider, illustrated, 228.

Distributor Shifter Lever, view, 228.

Distributor Shifter Slide, illustrated, 228; removal and maintenance, 230; view in relation to distributor signal light switch, 417; operation, 418.

Distributor Shifter Slide Buffer, view, 228; maintenance, 252.

Distributor Shifter Slide Guide, illustrated, 226; described, 227; maintenance, 229.

Distributor Signal Light, described and illustrated, 416-417; operation, adjustment and maintenance, 418-419.

Distributor Signal Light Lamp, 416; illustrated, 417; operation, 418.

Distributor Signal Light Switch Contact, illustrated, 417; operation, 418.

Distributor Signal Light Switch Contact Adjusting Screw, illustrated, 417; function and adjustment, 418.

Distributor Signal Light Switch Insulating Plate, function and view, 417.

Distributor Signal Light Switch Plate, described and illustrated, 417-418.

Distributor Signal Light Transformer, function, 416; view, 417.

Distributor Signal Light Transformer Cover Plate, illustrated, 417; removal, 419.

Distributor Stop, relation to automatic safety pawl, 219; procedure for clearing stop, 222; operation of second-elevator safety pawl, 225, 338.

Double-Acting Mold Attachment, described, 149; use on hard metal machine, 424.

Double Distributor. See Distributor (double).

Double Distributor Machines. See Models (Star Base and Universal).

Driving Gear Pulley, 51.

Driving Shaft, described, 320; illustrated, 321, 322; operation, 323; front view, 326; removal and replacement, 330; maintenance, 331.

Driving Shaft Clutch Flange, 320; views, 321, 322; operation, 323, 325; clearance adjustments described and illustrated, 325-328; maintenance, 331.

Driving Shaft Clutch Flange Screw, views, 321, 322; removal and replacement, 330-331.

Driving Shaft Clutch Rod, described, 320; views, 321, 322; operation, 323, 325; removal, 330.

Driving Shaft Clutch Rod Spring, described, 320; illustrated, 321; operation, 323; specifications and removal, 330.

Driving Shaft Clutch Rod Spring Adjusting Bushing, 320; view, 321; adjustment, 329-330.

Driving Shaft Friction Buffers, illustrated, 321, 322; operation, 323, 325; relation to clutch flange clearances, 325-326; maintenance, 328.

Driving Shaft Friction Clutch Arm, described, 320; illustrated, 321, 322; removal and replacement, 330.

Driving Shaft Friction Clutch Arm Key, view, 322.

Driving Shaft Friction Links, 320; views, 321, 322; function, 323, 325.

Driving Shaft Friction Link Collar, illustrated, 321, 322.
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Driving Shaft Friction Shoes, 320; views, 321, 322; operation, 323.

Driving Shaft Friction Shoe Rods, 320; views, 321, 322; maintenance, 331.

Driving Shaft Pinion, illustrated, 322; operation, 323; detail view, 326; removal, 330; ratio to mold cam and driving gear, 332.

Driving Shaft Pinion Collar, view, 326.

Driving Shaft Screw Bushing, view, 321.

Dross, removal from type metal, 122.

Dry Mat Process, 53.

Duplex Rail Stop Lever, 47.

Duplex Rail Stop Plate, 47; purpose, 48.

Duplicate Slugs. See Repeat Casting Attachment.

Elevator Transfer Cam. See Delivery and Elevator Transfer Cam.

Elevator Transfer Cam Roll, views, 214, 216-218; described, 215, 219; maintenance, 223.

Elevator Transfer Cam Roll Lever, view, 214; described, 215; adjustment, 217; relationship to automatic safety pawl, illustrated, 218.

Elevator Transfer Lever, actions during transfer of line, 200; illustrated, 214; described, 215; movements outlined, 215-216; maintenance, 223.

Elevator Transfer Lever Spring, view, 214; described, 215.

Elevator Transfer Slide, view, 214; described, 215; adjustment outlined and illustrated, 219-220; view of safety devices, 221; cleaning, 223.

Elevator Transfer Slide Finger, 200; illustrated, 209, 214; described, 215; adjustment described and illustrated, 217-218; relation to spaceband lever pawl, 220; repairing, 223.

Elevator Transfer Slide Releasing Lever, view, 221; operation and adjustment described, 222.

Elevator Transfer Slide Safety Catch, illustrated, 221; operation described, 221-222.

Ejecting Position. See Machine Positions (ejecting).

Ejector (universal), perspective view, 123; described, 124; detail views, 124; operating, shifting and selecting mechanism described, 125; adjustments, 126; removal and maintenance, 127.

Ejector Blade, 125; changing, 126.

Ejector Blade Keeper, 126.

Ejector Blade Magazine, 125.

Ejector Blade Magazine Slide Bars, 126.

Ejector Blade Selecting Gear (six-mold disk), 192, 193.

Ejector Blade Selecting Mechanism (automatic, six-mold disk), illustrated, 189; described, 193.

Ejector Blade Selecting Stop (six-mold disk), changing, 192; operation, 193, 194; relation to ejector blades, 195, 196, 197; illustrated, 196; ordering, 197.

Ejector Cam, 125, 338, 341.

Ejector Lever, 125; adjustment, 126; removal, 127; operation, stick attachment, 147.

Ejector Lever Link, 125.

Ejector Lever Pawl, 125; adjustment, 126; removal, 127.

Ejector Locating Lever, 125.

Ejector Shifter Fork, 126.

Ejector Shifter Lever, 125.

Ejector Shifter Locking Plunger, 126.

Ejector Shifter Rod, 126.

Electric Pot. See Metal Pot (electric).

Escapement, action, 1; removal and replacement, 16; cleaning, 18; standardization, 346.

Escapement Locking Rod, replacement, 18.

Escapement Mechanism, 1; described and illustrated, 16.

Escapement Rods, use on double distributor machines, 3; illustrated, 290, 292; views in relation to power channel entrance mechanism, 304, 310; relation to magazine withdrawal mechanism described and illustrated, 374-375.
THE INTERTYPE

Escapement Rod Depressing Cam, illustrated, 304; operation, 305; detail view, 310.

Escapement Rod Depressing Cam Lever, illustrated, 304; described, 305; detail view, 310; adjustment, 312.

Escapement Rod Depressing Levers, view, 290; operation, 292; relation to power channel entrance mechanism illustrated, 304; described, 305; detail view, 310.

Escapement Rod Depressing Lever Cable, view, 290; 292; adjustment, 302.

Escapement Rod Depressing Lever Tripping Lever, view, 290; operation, 292.

Escapement Rod Depressing Mechanism (manual mechanism), illustrated, 290; described, 292.

Escapement Rod Depressing Mechanism (power mechanism), illustrated, 301; described, 305; detail view of assembly, 310.

Escapement Springs, replacement, 8, 17.

First-Elevator, view of assembled mechanism, 45; movements, 47; downstroke banking adjustment, 49.

First Elevator (stick attachment), 142, 146.

First-Elevator Adjusting Bar, function, 46.

First-Elevator Alignment Stop Bar, relation to matrices described and illustrated, 32; positions, 33; relation to first-elevator slide, 47.

First-Elevator Alignment Stop Bar (quadding), 161; illustrated, 162.

First-Elevator Auxiliary Lever, 47, 146.

First-Elevator Back Jaw Support, view, 162.

First-Elevator Cam, illustration showing movements imparted by cam, 46; operation and maintenance, 47, 49; view in relation to assembled cams, 336; 339, 340, 341.

First-Elevator Cam (quadding), view, 156; described, 158.

First-Elevator Cam (stick attachment), 146.

First-Elevator Cam Roll, 49.

First-Elevator Head, 146.

First-Elevator Jaw, described and illustrated, 44; view showing positions of the matrices and spacers bands, 45; parallelism with mold and alignment with delivery channel, 48, 147; maintenance, 49; sectional views showing positions of matrices, 204; view at transfer position, 206; maintenance, 213.

First-Elevator Jaw (quadding), described and illustrated, 154; relation to vise jaw release mechanism, 158, 161.

First-Elevator Jaw Duplex Rail, function and operation, 46; cleaning, 49; action during transfer of line, 202; retraction illustrated, 204, 206; described, 205-206; removal and maintenance, 213.

First-Elevator Jaw Duplex Rail Operating Bar, function, 202; illustrated, 204; described, 206; maintenance, 213.

First-Elevator Jaw Duplex Rail Return Plate, described and illustrated, 209; maintenance, 213; 218.

First-Elevator Jaw Duplex Rail Spring, illustrated, 204, 206; described, 206.

First-Elevator Jaw (front) Adjusting Bar, view, 204; described, 205.

First-Elevator Jaw Line Stop, 44.

First-Elevator Jaw Line Stop (quadding), described and illustrated, 154; maintenance, 155.

First-Elevator Lever, 47, 145, 146.

First-Elevator Lever Link, 46; function, 47; illustrated, 48; adjustments, 49, 147; view at transfer position, 205; action during use of recasting block, 207.

First-Elevator Lever Shaft, oiling, 49.

First-Elevator Slide, 46; maintenance, 49; operation (stick attachment), 142, 146; (repeat casting attachment), 149; 201; illustrated, 203, 205, 206; reduction

Face Lines, 28.

First Elevator, view of assembled mechanism, 45; movements, 47; downstroke banking adjustment, 49.

First Elevator (stick attachment), 142, 146.

First-Elevator Adjusting Bar, function, 46.

First-Elevator Alignment Stop Bar, relation to matrices described and illustrated, 32; positions, 33; relation to first-elevator slide, 47.

First-Elevator Alignment Stop Bar (quadding), 161; illustrated, 162.

First-Elevator Auxiliary Lever, 47, 146.

First-Elevator Back Jaw Support, view, 162.

First-Elevator Cam, illustration showing movements imparted by cam, 46; operation and maintenance, 47, 49; view in relation to assembled cams, 336; 339, 340, 341.
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of upstroke at transfer position by recasting block, 207; adjustment for transfer of line, 210.

First-Elevator Slide Adjusting Screw, view, 205; adjustment, 210.

First-Elevator Slide Gib, adjustment, 48.

First-Elevator Slide Guide, described, 202; illustrated, 203, 204, 206, 209, 211.

First-Elevator Slide Recasting Block, illustrated, 205; described, 206-207.

First-Elevator Slide Stop, 199; function during transfer of line, 200; illustrated, 205; 210.

First Justification. See Justification (first).

Fluxor, 122.

Font Distinguisher (automatic). For description of mechanism applied to single distributor machines, see Distributor Box Font Distinguisher (automatic). For description of mechanism applied to Universal double distributor non-mixer machines, see Font Distinguisher (automatic) below.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Auxiliary Operating Lever (lower), described and illustrated, 399-400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Auxiliary Operating Lever (upper), function and view, 399-400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Auxiliary Operating Lever (upper) Adjusting Screw, illustrated, 400; setting, 402.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Fingers, operation and view in relation to fully automatic assembly, 400; operation by manual setting disks, 401; adjustment 402.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Finger Blocks, function, 399; illustrated, 400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Finger Block Carriages, described, 399; view, 400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Finger Block Carriage Sleeve, operation and view, 399-400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Operating Lever (lower), described and illustrated, 399-400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Operating Lever (lower) Adjusting Screws, view, 400; adjustment, 402.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Operating Lever Stop Screws, view, 400; adjustment, 402.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Operating Lever (upper), purpose and view, 399-400.

Font Distinguisher (automatic) Operating Links, described and illustrated, 399-400.

Font Distinguisher Operating Link Guide, purpose and view, 401.

Font Distinguisher Operating Shoes, function and view, 401.

Font Distinguisher Setting Disks, described and illustrated, 401.

Font Selector, described, 254; illustrated, 255; operation outlined and illustrated, 256-259; making front selector inoperative, 259; maintenance, 264.

Font Selector Arms, described, 254; views, 255, 257, 258, 261.

Font Selector Arm Adjusting Screws, view, 255; setting, 260, 262.

Font Selector Arm (back) Adjustable Shoe, illustrated, 261; function and adjustment, 262, 264.

Font Selector Arm Bushings, view, 255; detail illustration of front bushing, 258; function and operation of front bushing, 259-260.

Font Selector Arm Locating Screws, 254; view, 255; adjustment, 260.

Font Selector (automatic) Arm (back) Shaft, illustrated, 414; described, 415.

Font Selector (automatic) Operating Lever (lower), view, 414; operation, 415.

Font Selector (automatic) Operating Lever (lower) Adjusting Screws, view, 414; adjustment, 415.

Font Selector (automatic) Operating Lever (lower) Fork, illustrated, 414; function, 415.
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Font Selector (automatic) Operating Lever Stop Screws, view, 414; adjustment, 415.
Font Selector (automatic) Operating Lever (upper), illustrated, 414; described, 415.
Font Selector (automatic) Operating Lever (upper) Adjusting Screw, view, 414; adjustment, 415.
Font Selector (automatic) Operating Links, described, 413; view, 414; operation in fully automatic assembly, 415.
Font Selector (automatic) Operating studs, function, 413; view, 414.
Font Selector (automatic) Tripping Lever Sleeve, illustrated, 414; described, 415.
Font Selector Center Arm, 254; view, 255.
Font Selector Feelers, described, 254; views, 255, 257, 258; inoperative position of front feeler illustrated and described, 258-259; adjustment, 260, 262; maintenance, 264.
Font Selector Setting Disks, described, 254; illustrated, 255; changing settings, 256, 260; maintenance, 264.
Font Slots, described and illustrated, 28; relation to distributor box font distinguisher, 230.
Forty-two Em Machine, purpose, standardization, general operating features, 419; parts adapted to 42-em features, 420; mold disk, molds and mold changes, 420; metal pot, 420-421; transfer slide, 421.

Fuses, testing, 112, 121.

G

Galley (inside), illustrated, 132; described, 135.
Galley (outside), view, 133; described, 135.
Galley Chute for Short Slugs, described and illustrated, 138.
Galley Chute Shutter, operation, 138.
Galley Slug Buffer, 135.

GAS BURNER. See Pot Gas Burner.
GAS POT. See Metal Pot (gas).
GASOLINE BURNER EQUIPMENT. See Pot Gasoline Burner Equipment.
GRAVITY, keyboard parts function by, 1.
GREEK ATTACHMENT. See Assembling Elevator Duplex Rail Mechanism.

H

Hair Space, described, 37; special for display italic matrices, illustrated, 144; described, 145; release in transfer channel, 208.
Hand Spacing, 25; use of hair spaces in, 37.
Hard Metal Machine, purpose and general maintenance requirements, 421; pot crucible mouthpiece wiper, 422; type metal, 422; cleaning mouthpiece and crucible, 422-423; double thermostat pot control system, 423-424; molds and related parts, 424-425.
Heaters. See Pot Heaters.

I

ImPELLER, 141.
IndENTIONS (automatic). See Justified Quadding Attachment.
Inside Galley. See Galley (inside).
Intermediate Shaft Driving Pulley, sizes of pulleys required for various machine operating speeds, 333.
Intertype Standardization Policy, principles and advantages outlined, 345-346.
Italic Face, relation to assembling elevator duplex rail, 26; relation to alignment stop bar, 48; accurate spacing of characters, 144.

J

Justification (first), described and illustrated, 73.
Justification (second), illustrated, 74; described, 75.
Justification Block. See Vise Justification Block.
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Justification Cam, illustration showing movements imparted by cam, 71; view in relation to assembled cams, 336; summary of actions imparted by cam, 337, 339, 340.

Justification Lever, 71; action preceding transfer, 199.

Justification Mechanism (quadding machines), movement of right-hand vise jaw and rack, 164; described and illustrated, 169; detail view of quadded line, 170; operation, 171, 172, 173; view of justified line, 174; adjustments, 175.

Justification Springs, 71; view, 76; adjustment and removal, 77.

Justified Composition, how set on machines equipped with automatic quadding and centering device, 167, 168, 173, 174, 175; how set on machines equipped with justified quadding attachment, 183.

Justified Quadding Attachment, functions and advantages, 178; described, 178-188; control parts illustrated, 179; operation and mechanism outlined, 180; mechanism illustrated, 181.

K

Keyboard, described, 1; view, 6; new style cam yoke arrangement shown, 7; removing, cleaning and assembling, 11.

Keyboard and Escapement Mechanism (single distributor), view, 2; (double distributor), view, 4.

Keyboard Cams, 1; actions illustrated, 3; sharpening teeth, 7; cleaning and oiling, 11.

Keyboard Cam Rubber Rolls, described, 5; maintenance, 7; how to patch, 8.

Keyboard Cam Rubber Roll Ferrule, 5; function, 6; view, 7.

Keyboard Cam Rubber Roll Shafts, removal illustrated, 6.

Keyboard Cam Yokes, 1; maintenance, 7.

Keyboard Cam Yoke Frames, removal and cleaning, 11.

Keyboard Cam Yoke Locking Bar (new style), view, 9.

Keyboard Keybars, 1, 11.

Keyboard Keybar Banking Bar (new style), view, 9.

Keyboard Keylevers, 1.

Keyboard Keyrods, arrangement on mixer machines, 1; alignment with escapements, 5, 8; removal and adjustment, 12.

Keyboard Keyrod Frame, described, 3; removal illustrated, 10.

Keyboard Keyrod Overmotion Springs, replacement, 8; described and illustrated, 12.

Knife, Back, 58; adjustment and illustration, 62.

Knife Block (universal), described and illustrated, 128; changing measures, 129; removal and maintenance, 131; setting knife block equipped with adjustable detent, 136.

Knife Block Detent (adjustable), described, 136; view, 137.

Knife Block Dial Stops, 129.

Knife Block Operating Screw, 129.

Knife Wiper, illustrated, 131; described, 134.

Knife Wiper Bar, 134.

Knives, adjusting, 129; sharpening, 131.

L

Lamp Black, 97.

Lead, proportion in type metal, 122.

Lever Type Thermostat. See Pot Thermostat (leve type).

Line Spread and Indentation Pawl Gage (justified quadding), 181-183.

Line Spread and Indentation Rack Gear Lock (justified quadding), view of parts when setting, 184; adjustment, 186.

Line Spread Device (quadding), illustrated, 156, 166; function and operation, 167.

Line Spread Indicator Arm (quadding), 159, 161; illustrated, 166, 169, 170, 172, 174; operation, 171, 173.

Line Spread Indicator Lever (quadding), settings for justified composition, 167, 168.
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LINE SPREAD PAWL (justified quadding), 181-183.
LINE SPREAD PAWL (quadding), illustrated, 166; 167; detail views, 169, 170, 172, 174; function, 171, 173.
LINE SPREAD PAWL REST (quadding), illustrated, 169, 170, 172, 174; function, 171, 173.
LINE SPREAD SCALE (quadding), view, 166; 167.
LINERS. See Mold Liners.
LINER INSERT (six-mold disk), 189; described and illustrated, 191.
LINER INSERT MOLD (six-mold disk), illustrated, 191.
LOCK-UP, described, 86; testing, 87.
LOGOTYPES, release in transfer channel, 208.
LOOSE LINES, 167.
LUBRICANTS, 434.
LUBRICATION. See Machine (maintenance).

M
MACHINE, grounding, 113; general maintenance procedure, 433-434; approved lubricants, 434; maintenance routine by time intervals, 434-435; list of lubricating points, 436-438; machine changes outlined, 438-440; operating hints, 440-442; ordering machine supplies and matrices, 442-445.
MACHINE (double distributor), view, 253; principles outlined, 252-254; use of matrices without selector notches on double distributor machines, 259.
MACHINES (Star Base). See Models (Star Base).
MACHINES (Universal). See Models (Universal).
MACHINE ACTIONS, complete sequence outlined, 338-341.
MACHINE POSITIONS, normal position illustrated, 426; described, 427; causes of machine stoppages at normal position, 427; casting position described and illustrated and machine stoppages outlined, 427-429; transfer and ejecting position described and illustrated, 429-430; the causes of machine stoppages at transfer and ejecting position described, 431, 433; ejecting to normal position illustrated, 432; the causes of machine stoppages at ejecting to normal position described, 433.
MAGAZINES, described and illustrated, 15; cleaning, 17; not to be dismantled, 18; capacity and standardization outlined, 346; number of main magazines carried by Universal and Star Base machines, 348-349; number of side magazines on stack frame, 354; tripod frame, 355; side magazines illustrated, 355, 356; changing side magazines, 356; tabular summary of magazine equipment for various models, 357; front removal of main magazines, 371-373; rear removal of main magazines, 373-376; removal of side magazines, 376.
MAGAZINE CAMS, function and operation in automatic font distinguisher described, 400; automatic font selector cams illustrated and described, 414-416.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE, view in relation to magazine lifting levers, 293; double distributor construction illustrated, 370; described, 371; single distributor construction described, 373.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE BARS, view, 370; described, 371.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE CATCH, operation, 292; view, 293; relation to magazine releasing cam mechanism, 295; relation to power channel entrance mechanism illustrated and described, 304-306; relation to magazine hand release mechanism described and illustrated, 370-371.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE CATCH BLOCK, described, 292; view, 293; relation to hand release mechanism, 370-371.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE GIB (lower) SHOE, illustrated, 372; function, 373.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE HAND RELEASE LEVER, illustrated, 370; operation, 371.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE HAND RELEASE ROD, view, 370; operation and adjustment, 371-372.
MAGAZINE CARRIAGE HAND RELEASE ROD PAWL, view, 370; function and operation, 371.
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Magazine Carriage Locking Blocks, function, 292; illustrated, 293.
Magazine Carriage Release Bar, described and illustrated, 293, 370-371.
Magazine Carriage Release Bellcrank, illustrated, 370; operation, 371.
Magazine Carriage Release Link, view, 370; 371.
Magazine Carriage Tie, illustrated, 370.
Magazine Cross Bars, function, 15.
Magazine Frame (main), front removal frame illustrated, 358; function and relation to supporting brackets, 359; rear removal frame for double distributor machines described and illustrated, 373-375; rear removal frame for single distributor machines described, 375-376.
Magazine Frame (side), stack construction described and illustrated, 354-355; tripod unit described and illustrated, 355-356; 358; safety latch mechanism described and illustrated, 369-370; removal of magazines from stack and tripod units, 376.
Magazine Frame Adjusting Screw, view, 360; described, 361; removal and replacement, 389; detail view, 392.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Lever, illustrated, 366; function, 367.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Mechanism, Universal assembly described and illustrated, 365-367; Star Base assembly described and illustrated, 367-368; side magazine mechanism described, 368-369.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Springs, described and illustrated, 366-368.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Spring Adjuster Worm Shaft, view, 366; adjustment, 367.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Spring (lower) Adjusting Screw, view, 366; adjustment, 367.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Spring Rod, described and illustrated, 367-368.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Spring Roll Bracket, view, 368.
Magazine Frame Counterbalance Spring Sleeve, Universal construction described and illustrated, 366-367; Star Base part described and illustrated, 367-368.
Magazine Frame Latch, 376.
Magazine Frame Lifting Cam, described and illustrated, 360-361; relation to magazine frame power operating mechanism described and illustrated, 378-379.
Magazine Frame Lifting Cam Bridge, function and view, 360-361.
Magazine Frame Lifting Cam Rollers, described, 378; view, 379.
Magazine Frame Lifting Lever (main magazine), illustrated, 372; operation, 373.
Magazine Frame Lifting Lever (side magazine), view, 355; described and illustrated, 369.
Magazine Frame Lifting Lever Catch (side magazine), illustrated, 355, 369; function and operation, 369-370.
Magazine Frame Lifting Lever Stop Latch, view, 372; operation, 373.
Magazine Frame Lifting Mechanism, described and illustrated, 372-373.
Magazine Frame Lifting Rollers, view, 372; 373.
Magazine Frame Lifting Yoke, illustrated, 372; purpose, 373.
Magazine Frame Lock Mechanism, described and illustrated, 292-293.
Magazine Frame Lock Operating Lever, view and operation, 293.
Magazine Frame Lock Pin, described and illustrated, 293.
Magazine Frame (lower) Safety Lever, described and illustrated, 374.
Magazine Frame (lower) Safety Lever Lock, function and view, 374.
Magazine Frame (lower) Safety Lever Operating Rod, operation and view, 374.
Magazine Frame (lower) Slide, described and illustrated, 374-375.
Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Detent, view, 374; purpose, 375.
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Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Detent Collar, view, 374; 375.

Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Detent Link, illustrated, 374; operation, 375.

Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Detent Operating Handle, view, 374; function, 375.

Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Operating Handle, described and illustrated, 374-375.

Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Pawls, view, 374; function, 375.

Magazine Frame (lower) Slide Pawl Depressors, described and illustrated, 374-375.

Magazine Frame (lower) Withdrawal Bar, view and description, 374.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain (lower), 361; adjustment for tension, 362; view, 363; maintenance, 364.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain (upper), illustrated, 358; maintenance, 361; adjustment for tension, 362; timing, 362-363.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Adjusting Collar Screws, setting, 362; view, 363.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Clutch Collar, function and operation, 361-362; view, 363; maintenance, 364.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Clutch Lever, function, 361; 362; view, 363; lubricating, 364.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Guard (lower), 361; illustrated, 363.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Guard (side magazine), views, 355, 369; relation to safety latch mechanism, 369-370.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Guard (upper) Cover, view, 363.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Intermediate Sprockets, 361; illustrated, 363.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain Intermediate Sprocket Sleeve, view, 363; maintenance, 364.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain (lower) Sprocket, 361; view, 363.

Magazine Frame Operating Chain (upper) Sprocket, view, 358; function, 359; maintenance, 361.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Lever, described and illustrated, 378-379; operation, 380-382; detail view in relation to operating switch box, 382; relation to safety mechanism, 383.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Lever Locating Plate, view, 379; purpose, 380, 381; detail view, 382.*

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Box, illustrated, 379; described, 380; procedure for removal, 389, 394.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Cable, view, 379; 380.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Cams, function, 380; adjustment described and illustrated, 390-393.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Cam Plate, view, 379; function and operation, 380; removal procedure, 389; length of operative stroke, 390-391; detail view in relation to cams, 391.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Governing Pinion, view, 379; operation, 380.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Operating Lever, view, 379; adjustment, 391, 393.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Rack, view, 379; described, 380.

Magazine Frame Operating Control Switch Rack Bolt Lever, illustrated, 379; function, 389.

Magazine Frame Operating Handle, described, 361; illustrated, 363; maintenance and view in relation to the lock mechanism, 364.

Magazine Frame Operating Handle Detent Collar, view, 364; operation, 365.

Magazine Frame Operating Handle Lock, illustrated, 364; function, operation and adjustment, 365.

Magazine Frame Operating Handle Lock Actuating Lever, view, 364; operation, 365.